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several ways to wire up Speakers, the most common methods are Series and Parallel which are
discussed here. Wiring up Speakers correctly to provide the best possible sound, requires
some knowledge of Loading, Phase, and Impedance, while understanding Ohms Law will help
you to connect your speakers properly. This allows the Amplifier to run cooler and more
efficiently. It is often assumed the Amplifier is producing less output, but it still produces the
same output, because each Speaker only gets a percentage of the overall power. However,
increasing the resistance to more than 4 ohms of speaker resistance by adding Speakers in
Series, will split the amplified audio output from the Amplifier across all the Speakers in the
circuit. Adding additional Speakers is as easy, however, adding Speakers in Parallel causes the
overall resistance of the circuit to drop, as resistance drops, the current must increase
according to Ohms Law. So, each time a Speaker with the same resistance is added to the
parallel circuit, the current draw on the amp increases. The circuitry of the amp must be able to
handle this increase in current at the reduced resistance. Note: If more than 2 Speakers are
connected in Parallel, so long as they are all the same impedance then the net impedance of the
load is equal to the impedance of the one Speaker divided by the total number of Speakers.
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theft. His full range of products can be seen on his Web site Nigel B Design, Inc. CA USA. Tel:
Fax: Web Site: E-Mail: sales nigelbdesign. This wiring diagram is for getting wide area coverage
on one zone of output. Are you thinking about a 5 channel surround sound setup? That would
require a surround sound receiver and 5 speakers, each wired to its own output. The receiver,
an Onkyo, will do 6 OHM. Hi Eric, thanks for your comment! Hopefully one of our knowledgeable
readers will be able to chime in with some insight on this. This is above my pay grade! Sounds
like you will have to have knowledge of resitors.. Is it possible to connect two speakers in
parallel and then connect them to one speaker in series? I currently have two vintage speakers
8 ohms each connected in series for my center channel of a receiver that puts out 80 watts per
channel at 8 ohms. So the vintage speakers combined in series are at 16 ohms and receive 40
watts 20 watts per speaker. This seems to work fine. Is it possible to add a newer 4 ohms
speaker to this center channel by connecting the two vintage speakers in parallel now with a
combined resistance of 4 ohms and then connect these to the new speaker at 4 ohms in series.
In theory would this combine to make an overall resistance of 8 ohms? With the two vintage
speakers receiving a max of 20 watts each and the new speaker receiving 40 watts? I have
noticed that none of the diagrams online show this kind of configuration. Thanks for your
comment. I would like to put 3 speakers on The left side of my room and 3 on the other. How
should I mount these? Then do I wire them in parallel or series? I plan on putting a volume
control on the patio as well to control from outside. Adding Speakers in series increases the
overall resistance of the circuit. The formula for Parallel Wiring is: When n is the number of
Elements Note: If more than 2 Speakers are connected in Parallel, so long as they are all the
same impedance then the net impedance of the load is equal to the impedance of the one
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A DVC speaker has two voice coils, each with its own set of terminals. Note : Many of the wiring
options shown in this application may not be compatible with your amplifier because of low
impedance loads. Please check your amplifier owner's manual to determine the best wiring
option and verify the overall impedance load is compatible with your amplifier before making
any connections. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams.
Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search.
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Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information. Please verify
all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. Subwoofer Wiring Wizard.
Additional combinations and values may be calculated with our Parallel and Series Calculators.
If you do not find the information you're looking for, please post your request at the12volt's
Install Bay - Mobile Electronics Forums. We will NOT respond to any requests by e-mail. Click
on the image to enlarge it or click here for the Adobe. The resistance value comes from a long
coil of wire inside each speaker called a voice coil. A voice coil is a coil of wire that, when
placed inside a magnetic field, makes the speaker move and produce sound when driven by an
amplifier. Speakers contain a long wound loop of wire called a voice coil. This increases the
amount of stress and heat it has to handle. For example, connecting a 4 ohm speaker to an
amplifier that is labeled as working with 8 ohm speakers would mean it would have to produce
double the electrical current to the speaker! The recommended speaker impedance ratings are
usually listed above the speaker wire posts. A home stereo, for example, may often list ohms as
being ok for use. Also, attempting to wire two 8 ohm speakers in parallel to an 8 ohm stereo
would have the same effect. Two 8 ohm speakers in parallel is equal to 4 ohms total that the
amp will see. They ended up with a burned-out amplifier. An amplifier can only handle so much
heat and stress before it fails, so be sure to observe these rules. Be sure you wire speakers to
meet the minimum Ohm rating you need. Speakers are different than other devices in that they
work using alternating current AC instead of direct current DC. This is good news! As I
mentioned, speakers work by moving a cone back and forth in order to produce sound. The
result is a strange and poor sounding stereo. When speakers are wired the opposite of each
other sound waves cancel out. When wired the same, sound waves add together for more
sound. Speakers that are wired differently sound poor because much of the sound is canceled
out. So the most important thing here to remember is to wire speakers consistently the same
way as each other. The job of a crossover also called a passive crossover , because it use basic
capacitors and inductors rather than electronics is to restrict the music production each
speaker tries to produce. Unlike standard separate speakers, 2-way and 3-way speakers that
have a crossover can only be used in parallel and not in series. This is because unlike separate
speakers with no crossovers, in this case, many sounds will be filtered out. What this means is
that little to no sound would be produced if another 2-way speaker is connected in series. In
some cases, more speakers can be added to increase the amount of volume you can get or to
place speakers in more rooms, more locations in your vehicle, and so on. You also may have
wondered what would happen if you bought an amplifier with twice the power of your present
one. It increases a few decibels dB for each speaker added. This is because of how the human
ear works and the physics of sound, along with how speakers work and how much volume they
can produce for a given amount of power. Generally speaking, the human ear will hear a very
small amount of volume increase for each doubling of acoustic power: about 3 decibels dB. For
most people, the small amount of volume increase you notice when turning up a volume knob 1
notch is somewhere around 3dB. It increases it a very small amount as far as your ears are
concerned. Most people need an amplifier that can produce enough volume to fill a room or
vehicle and turn up the volume from time to time. I like to use 50W or higher per channel as a
good rule of thumb when buying an amplifier. Have questions, comments, or suggestions? Be
sure to leave a comment below or send me a message. Confused about tweeters? Thanks for
any input. I think the best thing to do would be to pull out the crossover s from the cabinet and
check at each point in the crossover for sound with a test speaker or for a signal if you have
access to an oscilloscope. If a capacitor is bad that could be the issue, but it could be
something else. Hi, this is a very well written article explain the speaker connections. I have
searched the internet and I think this is the best place to explain the situation I am facing.
Firstly, Is my speakers matching my amp or do I run the risk of blowing it up again. And
secondly how should I rewire it in series or parallel.?. Hi Leo. I cover a similar example here
System 3 in the diagram. Wiring 2 or 3-way speakers in series causes issues with the sound. As
you said in your other article, I was not able to locate the resistor in any local shops in my area.
Is there an alternate option? And if connected in a series without the resistor it is 24 Ohm, but if
I run it in 2 series Tweeter and Mid and 1 low in parallel the Ohm Load is 5. If the ohms is higher
that the amplifier is that ok? Or again do I again run the risk of blowing up the amplifier? They

need to be in parallel else the sound will be affected due to the crossovers. Regarding buying
resistors you can usually find them online at Parts Express, Amazon, or eBay. Also at some
other electronics retailers depending on what country you live in. I find these articles extremely
helpful as I am learning to set up my home audio systems and have recently tinkered with
creating bluetooth speakers from components fitted into glass bottles. I knew very little about
this previously so forgive my ignorance here. I have a bluetooth module with inputs of Left
Right and Ground. I have two 4 ohm speakers which I have soldered as you highlighted and I
got everything to work but I am unsure if I have attached the speaker wires correctly. I attached
the positive from the left to the L on the module, the Negative from the right speaker to the R on
the module and the 2 other wires to the Ground. I soldered all in place after testing and hearing
sound from both speakers but I am wondering should I have done it differently as I will try to do
another one shortly. Any advice would be very appreciated. Hi Marty :- I could use some
assistance. I have a brand new EQ from years ago if you can manage that on. I have a Pyle 2 X
max power amp if needed. Please tell me how to set this up. Please help so I can get back to my
tunes!! Thank you so much in advance. Any questions for me, ask away Hi Lucille. Just 2 quick
things first: The RX-V a 5. Also, there are only 2 front speaker channel outputs, not 4. There are
usually some options in most receivers to do that. Marty, came across the article trying to wire
two bookshelf speakers in series. In short, I have an existing amplifier that wants 8ohm
speakers. The speakers in my system are all connected through a 6 set speaker selector. Most
of the time I only run 3 at a time. My issue is the bookshelf speakers I bought are 4ohm, mistake
on my part. If I wire them in series, they will not longer be left and right, will this cause a
different sound than if they were wired normally in parallel to separate L and R channels?
Alternatively, you could consider getting an inexpensive amp with decent power that can drive 4
ohm speakers and use that instead. I have an article here on how to do that. How can i connect
2woovers to one plug head, one woover has 4wires 2pairs and the other has 2wires 1pair from
the woover, how can i connect them to the same plug of 4 wires, both having impedance of 4
ohms each. Hi Marty, Thanks for the well written article. The speakers are Zu Omen Defs,
Paradigm V12 subwoofer and the integrated is a Moon i so which would have the best sound,
high-level or low? Thanks for your time. Hi Aaron. Hi, thanks for the simple explanation and
diagrams. Two questions regarding parallel wiring: 1. When connecting two pairs of speakers to
each channel of a stereo amplifier can the individual speaker connections be made at the amp
speaker terminals as opposed to spliced in line as shown in the diagram? The speakers are
Paradigm Monitor 7 ver. The connections are bi-wired. The other speakers are Large Advents,
2-ways, 8 ohm, sensitivity 1w 88 dB. The terminals are marked 8 ohm and O. I planned to have
one Paradigm and one Advent per channel. Is the 8 ohm terminal positive or negative? Thank
you in advance of your response. Yes, you can do that if you like. It usually happens for bass
frequencies when that does occur. Overheating or permanent damage can result. Your
comments are welcome! Thanks for any input Reply. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Hi
Marty, thankyou for the quick reply, As you said in your other article, I was not able to locate the
resistor in any local shops in my area. Hi Marty, I find these articles extremely helpful as I am
learning to set up my home audio systems and have recently tinkered with creating bluetooth
speakers from components fitted into glass bottles. Any questions for me, ask away :- Reply.
How can i connect 2woovers to one plug head, one woover has 4wires 2pairs and the other has
2wires 1pair from the woover, how can i connect them to the same plug of 4 wires, both having
impedance of 4 ohms each Reply. Hi there Will. Amplifiers are designed to power a specific
"load", meaning a speaker or a set of speakers having a specific "AC impedance" measured in
ohms. An impedance resists the flow of electric current and so the higher a speaker's
impedance the less current the amplifier must supply. Conversely, the lower a speaker's
impedance the more current the amp must supply. Hence, a low-impedance speaker is a big
workload for your amp. And a high-impedance speaker is a small load. To push more air,
several speakers always of equal impedance can be wired together in a cabinet. The cabinet
impedance depends on how the speakers are wired and may differ from the impedance of the
speakers. Wiring diagrams and their effect on cabinet impedance are displayed below. An amp
works best when driving a load with the same impedance as the amplifier's "output impedance".
If they don't match, there could be consequences:. Speakers and cabinets should also be
marked with an ohms value. If not, you can easily measure the value with a multimeter:.
However, the two values correlate, resistance being somewhat lower than impedance. So round
up the meter reading to 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Some amps have an impedance selec
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tor switch on the rear panel that you can use to match its output impedance to various cabinet
impedances. Changing cabinet impedance is one of the easiest and most dramatic ways to
change the character of a guitar amp. There are two ways you can connect two speakers. Wiring
two speakers in series doubles the impedance of one speaker. Wiring two speakers in parallel
halves the impedance of one speaker. Wiring four speakers in series quadruples the impedance
of one speaker. Wiring four speakers in parallel quarters the impedance of one speaker. A third
way to connect four speakers is called "series-parallel" wiring. It puts a pair of series-wired
speakers in parallel with another pair of series-wired speakers. The combined impedance
matches that of one speaker. The cabinet impedances will be the same as those listed on the
jacks above. Additional Resources:. Speaker Loads And Wiring. If the speaker impedance is
lower than the amp's, the amp might sound fantastic but eventually burn out.

